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Beauty in
everyday
surroundings
6

Furniture shapes the appearance of public areas in the same
way as interior furnishings create atmosphere in a home. By
simply changing a park bench, the feel of a location can be
transformed from classic to romantic or modern. In addition to
being attractive and able to withstand intensive use, park furniture must also withstand changing fashions and weather.
A sofa or chair must look inviting so people want to sit on
it. This is why design is just as important as choice of material.
To guarantee good end results, we work together with both
award-winning designers and renowned architects.

We create
long-lasting
furniture
© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

All the wood that is used in our products comes from certified
forests whose tree populations are renewed the natural way.
Our raw material is Nordic pine which is an environmentally
friendly, domestic, and eco-certified wood. The wood grows
slowly which makes it extra strong and thereby an ideal material
for outdoor products.
For our hardwood furniture, we have chosen Brazilian Jatoba,
a beautiful and hardwearing wood that is very resistant to rot.
Jatoba is brown with black accent stripes which turn a silvery
grey colour over time.

7

Linax - surface treatment
that lasts a lifetime
Linax is a natural and environmentally-friendly coating based on
linseed oil that gives furniture extra long durability.
Linax is a double wood-protection treatment. First the wood
is pressure impregnated and then vacuum-boiled in linseed oil.
The oil that is boiled into the surface means the wood moves
less reduces the risk of cracks forming. Linax makes the surface
of the wood more water-repellent than ordinary impregnation so
the furniture is thereby hardwearing and will last for longer.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

The furniture has a transparent colour which allows the
natural structure of the wood to shine through. Lappset has a
20-year rot protection guarantee for Linax-treated furniture,
provided it is used above ground.
See all our guarantees on page 130.
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Metal colours for other products

NF7685 Bosse

Metal colours NF products

Black
RAL 9005

78 Grey
RAL 7024

79 Green
RAL 6012

Steel, aluminium
or galvanised

80 Beige
RAL 1015

Wood colours for other products

Black
RAL 9005

Grey
RAL 7042

Dark grey
RAL 7024
Grey
(-1)

Dark green
RAL 6012

Steel,
aluminium or
galvanised

Teak red
(-16)

Green
(-17)

000500-17 Park Picnic

Wood colours NF products

Add colour
to your
surroundings
Our products give you plenty of
choice as regards colour and design.
Most of our furniture can be ordered in different colour combinations. For example, a sofa can have one colour on the seat
and another on the armrests or legs. Experiment with colour and
create your own design!
If you want the metal components to have a special colour,
you can choose any of the RAL colours at an additional cost.
Choose a colour that matches features in the surrounding
location or choose a colour that will break up a grey wall. Why
not choose one of the colours used in a logotype? Colour gives
you many possibilities.
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Our woods
and colours
Lappset's wooden furniture is made of Nordic pine or of
Brazilian Jatoba. Both of these woods are famous for their
high quality and long durability. Our standard colours have
been carefully selected to blend into different sorts of
shared outdoor areas such as parks, housing areas and town
centres. The colours are distinct without attracting too much
attention.

Jatoba, oiled

Linax

Light brown

Dark brown

Green

Teak red

060102-1 Park Place

Wood and colour symbols
By each product in the catalogue, it is clearly stated which
woods and colours can be ordered. Here you can see all our
standard colours.

Colour combinations for 060 products

-1 grey wood
and metal
features

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

-16 teak red
wood and beige
metal features

-17 green wood
and metal
features
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Sofas, benches,
chairs and tables

Lappset's equipment includes furniture for all occasions and environments: a play area, green
area or courtyard. With our product series, you can create uniform environments over large areas.

13

Teak red wood features
and black metal

Nifo

Sofa with armrests

Sofa

NF4002 NIFO

NF4003 NIFO

Sofa with sturdy armrests and room for several people.

Sofa without armrests and room for several people.

>

<

610

>

<

1700

>

<

610

>
>

1700

820

>
<

<

460

820
<

460
<

<

700

>

>

>

<

Bench with armrests
NF4010 NIFO
Bench that can be used from both sides; also available without armrests.

1700

>

<

450

>

700
<

<

460

>

>

<

Dark brown wood
features and grey metal

Nifo

Nifo is a complete furniture series with a sofa, bench, table, stool and
swivel chair. The design is minimalistic with a soft, rounded design.
The wooden parts of the furniture are enclosed by metal edges
which gives a modern impression. A distinctive feature of the seat is
the little knob at the end of the armrest where you can hang a bag.
Of course, it is also useful when you sit down or stand up.
Design: Andreas Klippinge

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Nifo

Dark brown wood features
and grey metal

Table
NF4017 NIFO
Table with two legs for casting into the ground.

1125

>

<

660

>

<

770

>

<

Chair
NF4023 NIFO
Chair without armrests that is also
available with swivel function
>

<

610

>
>

660

>

NF4022 NIFO

820

460

<

<

700

>

Chair with sturdy armrests that is
also available with swivel function

<

<

Swivel stool

Two-seat sofa with armrests

Material, colour and assembly options

NF4029 NIFO

NF4042 NIFO

Metal:

Wood:

Neat stool without armrests,
with swivel function

Sofa for two people, also available without armrests.

EPD varnished and
powder-coated steel

Pine

Metal colours:

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Stool

610

>
>

<

>

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

820
<

450

>

> <

700
460
>

530

<

16

>

<
<

<

460

Stool without armrests

1200

>

NF4031 NIFO

<

Wood colours:

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or
dark grey: RAL7024

Assembly:
Free-standing or for casting
into the ground

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES
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Light brown wood
features and grey metal

Nonstop

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Chair with armrests
NF5009 NONSTOP RESTING
Seat for one person, with armrests

530

<

>

470

>

Design: O2LANDSKAP & Linder_dia

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

<

450

650

>

>

<

<

Nonstop

Nonstop is a stylish furniture series that is suitable for parks,
courtyards, shopping malls and other indoor environments. The products
have a metal frame and wooden slats that follow the frame, giving a
clean appearance. The Nonstop series comprises the Nonstop bench
(Meeting and Watching), Nonstop sofa (Talking), Nonstop chair (Resting),
Nonstop table (Eating and Sipping) and Nonstop divan (Reading).
The sofa and chair are available with or without armrests.

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES
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Nonstop

White wood features and white
metal (no standard colours)

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Sofa with armrests
NF5004 NONSTOP TALKING
Sofa with armrests and room for several people.

Sofa
NF5000 NONSTOP TALKING
Sofa without armrests and room for several people.
Teak red wood features
and grey metal

640

Material, colour and assembly options

>

430

>

<

<

>

1800

Wood colours:

EPD varnished and powdercoated 10 mm steel.

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Metal colours:

<
1920

>

<

>

900

650

>

<

950

Divan

Metal:

>

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Assembly:

Wood:

Nonstop Sipping (NF5006) only
for casting into the ground.

Pine

20

<

<

<

450

Bench with backrest at one end.

>

NF5003 NONSTOP READING

Free-standing or cast into
the ground with the included
anchorage component.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Nonstop

Light brown wood
features and black metal

Bench

>

<

1800

>

>

950

Light brown wood features
and grey metal

<

A wide bench that can be used from both sides at the same
time.

<

450

NF5002 NONSTOP MEETING

Bench
<

1800

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Table

>

>

>

NF5006 NONSTOP SIPPING
A small, practical side table that is cast into the ground.

<

Narrow bench that can be used from both sides.

500

450

NF5001 NONSTOP WATCHING

<

650

>

<

500

>

>

<

<

730

White wood features and white
metal (no standard colours)

Table
NF5005 NONSTOP EATING
A table that is adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

1150

>

<

650

>

<

730

>

<

22
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Grey wood features and lacquered aluminium
(grey is not a standard colour for wood)

Neo

Black wood features
and lacquered aluminium

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
Die cast aluminium.
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:
Pine
Wood colours:
Glazed in light brown, dark brown,
green, teak red, Linax-treated or top
coated with black

Assembly:
Free-standing

Table
NF3908 NEO
A table that is adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

1500

> <

700

>

<

720

>

<

Chair
NF3903 NEO
Seat for one person. The armrests make it easier to stand up and sit down.

>

<

630

>

>
430
<

590

810

>

>

660

<

Design: LOTS design

<

<

Neo

Neo has been inspired by the design history of park furniture but with
a touch of modern elegance. The result is light and stylish furniture with
good ergonomics for both indoor and outdoor use. The furniture has been
made in die cast aluminium with a wooden seat and backrest. There are
also litter bins (page 78) and planters (page 106) in the same series.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Grey wood features and varnished aluminium
(grey is not a standard colour for wood)

Bench

Bench with extra armrest

NF3911 NEO

NF3913 NEO

A bench with armrests and room for two or more people.

Bench with an extra armrest in the middle

1750

>

<

660

>

<

Extension section

NF3901 NEO

NF3901B NEO

Sofa with armrests and room for two or more people.

Extension section for NF3901(sofa)

>

<

1750

>

<

1750

>

<

660

>

>
430
<

<

>

>

660

26

810

>

Jatoba and white-painted aluminium
(white is not a standard colour)

Black wood features
and varnished aluminium

<

430
<

590
<

<

810

>

>

<

590

>
<

430

590
<

Sofa

1750

>

>

<

Neo

Black wood features
and varnished aluminium

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Dark brown wood features
and grey metal

Yarden

Material, colour and assembly options
Metal:

Wood:

EPD varnished and powdercoated steel

Pine

Metal colours:

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green, teak red, Linaxtreated or top coated with grey

Wood colours:

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Assembly:
Free-standing or for casting
into the ground. Chair NFJ2021
only for casting into the ground

Chair
NFJ2021 YARDEN
Seat for one person. The chair is available
with swivel function.
500

>

<

570

>

<

<

470

810

>

>

<

Bench
NFJ2061 YARDEN
A bench that can be used from both sides.

1750

>

< 400 >

<

470

>

<

NFJ2091 YARDEN

NFJ2011 YARDEN

A table that is adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

Sofa with room for two or more people, rounded edge on the backrest.

670

<

>

1750

> <

570

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

>

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES

< 470 >

> <

>

1750

810

720

>

<

<

Design: Lappset Design

Sofa

<

Yarden

Yarden is a complete furniture series consisting of a sofa, table, bench
and chair with swivel function. The traditional look of the furniture
affords them almost unlimited areas of use. They blend in well in all
environments and enhance the area and its style. Depending on setting
and area of use, the furniture can be free-standing or cast into the ground.

Table
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Light brown wood features
and black metal

Light brown wood features
and black metal

Sofa
NF7103 STRÖGET
Sofa with armrests, also available with extended armrests. This makes the sofa suitable from an accessibility
perspective.

1880

>

<

680

>

>
<

450

880
<

>

<

Ströget

Jatoba and grey metal

Material, colour and assembly options
Double sofa

1880

>

<

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

>

EPD varnished and powdercoated steel

Pine or Jatoba

Metal colours:

Oiled Jatoba or glazed in light
brown, dark brown, green,
teak red, or Linax-treated.

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood colours:

>

1285

Wood:

Assembly:

450

880

>

<

Free-standing or for casting
into the ground

<

Design: Jan Räntfors

NF7153 STRÖGET
Sofa that can be used from both sides; available with or without armrests.

<

Ströget

A furniture series that is based on practicality and which takes simplicity
to the extreme. The first models in this series were designed exclusively for Jönköping Municipality, Sweden. The furniture's simple and
durable design soon caught the attention of many others and in that
way, Ströget became part of Lappset's standard range. After many
years, Ströget is still an increasingly popular favourite in our range.

Metal:

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES
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Jatoba and black metal

NF7252-1 STRÖGET

Jatoba and grey metal

Table with one leg, which makes it suitable for an accessibility
perspective. The table is adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

1100

>

<

620

>

<

740

>

<

Ströget

Table

Bench with handles
NF7207 STRÖGET
Bench with handles that make it easier to stand up and sit down.

1880

>

<

470

>

450
<

<

570

>

>

<

Linax-treated wood features
and black metal

32
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Light brown wood features
and grey metal

Scandinavia

Table
NF2291M SCANDINAVIA
Table with one leg, which makes it suitable from an accessibility perspective.
The table is adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

<

1150

>

<

640

>

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Material, colour and assembly options

Bench
NF2531M SCANDINAVIA

Metal:

Wood:

Bench that can be used from both sides.

EPD varnished and powdercoated steel

Pine

Metal colours:

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

1880

>

< 370 >

<

450

>

<

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood colours:

Scandinavia

Scandinavia is a timeless, classic furniture series and one
of our faithful old servants. The furniture has a distinct
feel of Scandinavian design and has been made out of
proud Norrland pine that is used to withstanding all types
of weather. The Scandinavia series consists of a sofa, table
and bench. The seats are available with or without armrests.

Assembly:
For casting into the ground

Linax-treated wood and
dark green metal

Design: Bror Boije

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Light brown wood
features and black metal

Teak red wood features
and grey metal

Sofa

Sofa

Sofa

NF2301 SCANDINAVIA

NF2301M SCANDINAVIA

NF2271 SCANDINAVIA

NF2271M SCANDINAVIA

Sofa with armrests intended for two or more people.

On the NF2301M, the planks are screwed on from underneath
(the carriage bolts are not visible).

On the NF2271, the planks are screwed on from above (visible carriage bolts).

Sofa without armrests intended for two or more people.

<

1800

>

<

>

<

1800

>

<

540

>

>
>
<

450

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

450

>
<

540

>

>

<

540

750

<

<

>

750

>
<

450

750
<

36

1800

450

<

>

>
>

540

750

<

<

>

<

1800

>

<

Scandinavia

Sofa

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES
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Light brown wood
features and black metal

Site

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
EPD varnished and powdercoated t-steel frame 70x70 mm.
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:
Pine
Wood colours:
Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Assembly:
For casting into the ground

Sofa

Chair

NF7677 SITE

NF7681 SITE

Sofa with armrests for increased comfort and usability.

Seat with armrests for one person.

Wall sofa
NF7676 SITE
Wall-hung sofa with room for several people.

<

645

<

>

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

>

<

645

>

>
485

<

<

>
<

485

855

Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson

700

>

>

855

1880

>

<

<

Site

Simple, practical and reliable are three words that describe
the furniture in the Site series. Both the sofa and the table have
ample space and are robust. The series has been designed to suit
public park environments, courtyards and play areas.

SOFAS, BENCHES, CHAIRS AND TABLES
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Teak red wood features
and dark grey metal

Sofa, stackable

NFJ2131 IMSE

NFJ2202 IMSE

A swinging park hammock in the same style as traditional garden swings.

A stackable sofa with armrests and a rounded backrest.

2600

Imse is a reliable and classic furniture series that works in most
situations. The furniture's soft, warm look makes it very suitable
for leafy parks, courtyards or at a train station.

>

<

1000

>

>
<

<

<
<

Imse

500

840

1700

>

>

Swing hammock

Imse

Light brown wood
features and black metal

<

1920

>

<

800

>

Teak red wood features
and black metal

Design: Lappset Design

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Green wood features
and black metal

Bench

Sofa

NFJ2262 IMSE

NFJ2252 IMSE

Bench that can be used from both sides.

Sofa with room for two or more people.

>

< 360 >

1600

> <

555

>

Wood colours:

EPD varnished and powdercoated t-steel frame 70x70 mm.
Metal colours:

Glazed in light brown,
dark brown, green, teak red,
Linax-treated or top coated
with grey

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or
dark grey: RAL7024

Assembly:

Wood:
Pine

42

NFJ2131 swing hammock for
casting into the ground; the
other pieces of furniture are
free-standing.

< 470 >

Table
NFJ2272 IMSE
A table that has been adapted to suit the size of the series' seats.

<

1600

>

<

630

>

>

Metal:

760

Material, colour and assembly options

<

<

<

470

790

>

1600

>

<
<

Imse

Teak red wood features
and black metal

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Picnic tables

Linax-treated wood
features and black metal
Green wood features
and black metal

Picnic table for children

Accessibility-adapted
picnic table

NF2592 HANS

NF2694 PICNIC TABLE

A picnic table with plenty of space for both friends, food and cuddly toys. The
shape of the table has been adapted to suit children with a sitting bench that
is steady and can withstand dangling little legs. The rounded frame minimises
the number of sharp edges and thereby the risk of getting hurt.

Picnic table with backrest on one side and an extended tabletop on both sides.
Also available with backrests on both sides.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

1240

<

>

1700

>

>

Picnic tables
<

1430

>

<

1700

>

Wood:

EPD varnished and
powder-coated t-steel
frame 70x70 mm

Pine
Wood colours:
Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red,
or Linax-treated.

Assembly:

720

Free-standing or anchored
with anchorage component
N25911SP

<

>
450
<

>

< 450 >
<
720

Metal:

Powder-coated in
black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012,
grey: RAL7042 or
dark grey: RAL7024

>

NF2591 HANSA

2300

Material, colour and assembly options

Metal colours:

Picnic tables

<
>

1430

600

Linax with black metal

Hansa is an all-in-one combined table and benches with space for lots of people.
The construction is sturdy and there is plenty of legroom. With Hansa, you are
guaranteed an enjoyable sit!

<

<

< 350 >

>

<

Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Wood with
grey top coat

Wood:

Wood:

Pine

Pine

Wood colours:

Wood colours:

Top coat of grey, teak red
or green

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red,
or Linax-treated.

>

Assembly:

Tree bench

Wood with
dark brown glaze

NF000541
Sofa of modular design for assembly around a tree. At the
same time, this robust wooden sofa protects the stem.

440

>

770

A robust picnic table where there is room for
the whole family. A picnic table is especially
useful at play areas and rest areas. Park
Picnic is available in two sizes: for adults
and for children.

Tree bench
Material, colour and
assembly options

Free-standing or anchored
with anchorage component
0003494

Free-standing or anchored into
the ground with the included
anchorage component

<

Assembly:

Design: Lappset Design

1880

>

Picnic table for children

Picnic tables

000510 PARK PICNIC

000500 PARK PICNIC

A stable, free-standing picnic table adapted for smaller children.

A stable, free-standing picnic table that will withstand heavy usage.

>

<

1300

>

1450

>

<

1770

>

46

<

720

450
<

<

570
<

< 340 >

>

>

1200

>

<
<

1880

>

<

Park Picnic & Tree bench

Park Picnic

Park Picnic
Material, colour and
assembly options

<

Wood with
light brown glaze

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Grey wood features
and dark grey metal

Bench

060100 PARK PLACE

060101 PARK PLACE

A table that is adapted to suit the size of the series' seating furniture.

Bench that can be used from both sides.

1400

>

<

690

>

>

<

Park Place

Table

1600

>

<

480

>

<

<

460

750

>

<

Sofa

Material, colour and assembly options
Metal:

Wood:

Sand blasted and powdercoated steel

Pine

>

Metal colours:
Powder-coated in grey:
RAL7024, beige: RAL1015, or
dark green: RAL6012

Top coat of grey, teak red
or green

760

060102 PARK PLACE
Sofa with room for two or more people.

1600

>

<

<

<

470

>

<

Park Place

630

>

Wood colours:

Assembly:
Free-standing or anchored
with anchorage component
00347

The versatile Park Place series has been designed to be
practical. The furniture is sturdy and will withstand heavy usage
which makes Park Place especially suitable for places where
there will be a lot of wear and tear, such as play areas and courtyards in housing areas. The litter bins that match the Park series
are found on page 82 in the catalogue.
Design: Lappset Design
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Wood

Park Rest
Material, colour and
assembly options
Concrete base

Pine

Wood:

Wood colours

Pine

Top coat of grey, teak red
or green

Wood colours:
Top coat of grey, teak red
or green

Park Weekend

Park Weekend
Material, colour and
assembly options

Top coated green wood

Assembly
Free-standing or anchored
with anchorage component
0003494

Table

Assembly:
Free-standing

000503 PARK WEEKEND
A sturdy, robust table for outdoor use.

1770

> <

740

>

>

<

750
<

Park Weekend

Set
(table and sofa)
000502 PARK WEEKEND
A sturdy set that can be joined together
to form one piece of furniture.

<

2100

>

Teak red wood features
and concrete base

< 490 >

Simple and hardwearing. Park Weekend is a series
of robust furniture that will withstand frequent and
heavy usage. A set with a table and sofa creates
a park-like feeling even in an urban environment.
Design: Lappset Design

1770

>

<

780

>

<

Park Weekend sofa
000504 PARK WEEKEND

Sofa

Bench

A sturdy and roomy sofa that will withstand heavy usage.

052211 PARK REST

052213 PARK REST

A massive sofa with sturdy concrete legs
that will withstand heavy wear.

A bench with sturdy concrete legs. Can be used from both sides.

620

>

460

>

<

<

1770

>

< 410 >
<
780

>

<

620

>

<

1770

>

< 440 >

<
1770

>

<

780

>

<

620

>

<

50
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Green wood features
and lacquered aluminium

Boulevard
Material, colour and assembly options

Sofa
000657 BOULEVARD
Sofa that is available with and without armrests.

1770

>

<

610

>

Wood colours:

Aluminium

Top coat of grey, teak red
or green

Wood:

>

<

Metal:

440
<

<

Assembly:
Free-standing or anchored
with anchorage component
003492

>

850

Pine

Table
000651 BOULEVARD
A table that is adapted to suit the size of the series' seating furniture.

Design: Lappset Design

1770

>

<

710

>

750

>

<

<

Boulevard

The furniture in the Boulevard series is sturdy and robust
while their smooth curves make them inviting and cosy.
The series includes a park bench, sofa and table. The table
has gently rounded long sides, the sofa is available with
or without armrests.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Green wood features
and lacquered aluminium

Top coated grey wood

Boulevard

Bench

Bench

Bench

000655 BOULEVARD

000670 BOULEVARD

000508 BOULEVARD

Bench that can be used from both sides.

Wall-hung variety of bench no 000655., Metal parts painted steel.

A traditional, massive bench with room for several people.

>

<

1770

>

<

595

<

>

1770

490

>

>
<

2300

>

400

420

54

<

<

<

430

>

>

<

520

>

<
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Wood with light brown glaze

Malen & Malbå
Material, colour and assembly options

Sofa
NF2751 MALEN
A spacious sofa with backrest and armrests and room for two or more people.

1880

>

<

Assembly:

Pine

Free-standing or cast into
the ground with the included
anchorage component

Wood colours:

660

>

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

<

<

450

>

880

>

<

Wood:

Table
NF2431 MALBÅ
A traditional table with four legs intended for outdoor use.

Design: Leif Öhman

1200

>

<

770

>

720

>

<

<

Malen
& Malbå

Beautiful set of furniture in a classic park style. The set consists
of a table and sofa, both of the same solid and sturdy design.
Malen (sofa) can be positioned on its own in a garden or park,
or together with Malbå (table) as a complete set of furniture.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Oiled Jatoba

Sofa

Bench

NF2732-1 BÅSTAD

NF2733 BÅSTAD

A sturdy sofa with a good-sized backrest and a wide seat.

Sturdy bench that can be used from both sides.

1950

>

<

660

>

>

<

Båstad

Wood with dark brown glaze

<

550

>
>

>

450

>
<

1950

<

450

880
<

<

Material, colour and assembly options

Båstad

Proud, beautiful and timeless. Båstad is a classic park sofa in
English garden style. The sofa is suitable for most environments
but is perfect in a leafy park or garden. Båstad is available in two
woods: pine and Jatoba.

Wood:

Assembly:

Pine or Jatoba

Free-standing or anchored into
the ground with the included
anchorage component.

Wood colours:
Oiled Jatoba or glazed in light
brown, dark brown, green, teak
red, or Linax-treated.
Oiled Jatoba

Design: Leif Öhman
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Dark brown wood features
and lacquered aluminium

Light brown wood features
and black metal

Lappset's stackable, light-weight sofa, Bosse, weighs only
16 kg. This stylish park sofa has a wooden backrest and seat
but the frame is made of clear lacquered aluminium. The sofa
is free-standing and suitable for use in squares, courtyards
and outdoor cafés etc.
Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
Aluminium
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey:
RAL7042, dark grey: RAL7024
or lacquered aluminium:

Kompis
Kompis is a smart, robust sofa with an exciting design.
The sofa has a wooden seat and backrest while the armrests
are made from a bent steel frame. Kompis is well dimensioned
and strongly built and will therefore withstand heavy use
in a play area, for instance.
Design: Andreas Klippinge

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
EPD varnished and powdercoated 40 mm steel
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012,
grey: RAL7042 or dark grey:
RAL7024

Bosse & Kompis

Bosse

Wood:

Stackable sofa

Pine

Sofa

Wood:

NF7685 BOSSE

Wood colours:

NF2350 KOMPIS

Pine

Sofa with armrests, for two or more people.

Wood colours:

<

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Glazed in light brown, dark brown,
green or teak red, or Linaxtreated.
<

630

>

1800

>

<

>

>
>
720
460
© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

<

<

860

Free-standing or anchored into
the ground with the included
anchorage component

<

<
<

660
510

>

>

Assembly:

60

520

>

>

940

1530

>

<

Assembly:
For casting into the ground.

<

Free-standing, stackable sofa
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Lacquered wood features and black
metal (special colour combination)

Metro

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
EPD varnished and powdercoated, laser-cut sheet metal
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:
Pine
Wood colours
Glazed in light brown, dark brown,
green or teak red, or Linaxtreated.

Assembly:
For casting or digging into the
ground.

Top coated, yellow wood features
and grey metal (special colour combination)

Sofa

NF5055 METRO

NF5050 METRO

Table adapted to the size of the sofa.

Sofa with armrests, for two or more people.

600

>

<

>

<

530

>

470

720

1850

>

<

>

>

815

1500

>

<

<

Design: o4i Design

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

<

<

Metro

Metro is a tough park sofa with a modern design. The sofa has
fully closed ends of steel while the seat and backrest are made
of wood. Despite its solid appearance, Metro is a sofa with an airy
feel that adds an exciting touch to the place where it is positioned.

Table
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Light brown wood
features and black metal

Bench

Urban

Oiled mahogany
and grey metal

Red top-coated wood features and
red metal (special colour combination)

NF7675 URBAN
Curved bench - can be used to form a
long, wavy bench or four benches can
be placed together to form a circle.

2850

>

<

450

>

<

Material, colour and assembly options

Urban

Urban is a crescent-shaped bench which can be positioned
in exciting ways. The bench can stand on its own or in a group.
Four benches can be used to form a circle, for example round a
tree; several benches in a row form a long, wavy seat. Urban can
be used both indoors and outdoors.

Metal:

Wood colours:

EPD varnished and powdercoated, laser-cut sheet metal.
Metal colours:

Oiled mahogany or glazed
in light brown, dark brown,
green, teak red, or Linaxtreated.

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Assembly:

Wood:
Pine or mahogany

Free-standing or bolted
into the ground. Can also be
anchored with the included
anchorage component that is
cast into the ground.

Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson
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Green wood features
and black metal

Sofa

Material, colour and
assembly options

NF5060 ROSENHILL

Metal:

Sofa with armrests, for two or more people. For digging into the ground

EPD varnished and powdercoated 40 mm steel

Rosenhill

Linax-treated wood
features and black metal

Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:
Pine
1880

>

<

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

>

Wood colours:

>
<

470

810

Design: o4i Design

<

Rosenhill

Rosenhill has a neat appearance but is of robust construction.
The park sofa has armrests and legs of bent steel which together
with the wooden seat and backrest form an elegant sofa.

580

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red,
or Linax-treated.

>

<

Assembly:
For casting or digging
into the ground
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Light brown wood
features and black metal

Sun Ray

Bench
NF3800 SUN RAY
Bench that can be used from both sides.
2800

>

< 450 >

< 440 >

<

Material, colour and assembly options

Sun Ray

Solfjäder has an exciting design where the slats of the
wooden seat radiate from the central post. This furniture has
more functions than simply providing seating since the raised,
cylindrical, central post can be used as a table. Sun Ray's
design makes it a modern and attractive feature in parks,
alongside streets and in housing areas.

Metal:

Wood colours:

EPD varnished and
powder-coated steel.

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:

Assembly:
Cast into the ground or
anchored with the included
anchorage component which
is cast into the ground.

Pine

Design: Raul Peixota
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Oiled Jatoba
and black metal

Metal:

Wood colours:

Powder-coated cast iron.

Oiled Jatoba or glazed in
light brown, dark brown,
green, teak red, or Linaxtreated.

Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or
dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:
Pine or Jatoba

Säferum

Material, colour and assembly options

Assembly:
Free-standing, bolted
down, or anchored with
the included anchorage
component.

Sofa

820

Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Sofa for two or more people, also available without armrests.

1800

>

<

600

>

450

>

>

<

<

Säferum

A classic sofa for traditional settings or leafy parks, or why not
as a soft contrast in a tough urban environment? Särerum has a
classic design but special attention has been paid to features on
the frame. The legs are softly rounded and the seat is spacious
so as to be extra comfortable. Säferum can be ordered with or
without armrests.

<

NF2892-1 SÄFERUM

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Green wood features
and black metal

Paus

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
Die cast aluminium
Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012,
grey: RAL7042 or dark grey:
RAL7024

Wood:
Pine
Wood colours:
Glazed in light brown,
dark brown, green or teak red,
or Linax-treated.

Assembly:
Free-standing or cast into
the ground with the included
anchorage component.
Light brown wood
features and black metal

Chair
Green wood
with black metal

NF3902 PAUS
Seat for one person. The sturdy armrests make it easier to stand up and sit down.

1700

>

<

730

>

<

<

430

>

870

>

<

Sofa
NF3900 PAUS
Sofa with sturdy armrests and room for two or more people.

1700

>

<

730

>

430

>

870

>

<

<

Design: LOTS design

<

Paus

Paus is based on a classic park sofa but with a contemporary look.
This series, comprising sofa and chair, fulfils all modern demands
as regards ergonomics and design. The round features on the
armrests make it easier to stand up and sit down.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Furniture for
everyone
Lappset's furniture has been designed
to meet the different needs of all the
people who use our common public areas.
For us, accessibility is a fundamental
part of our product development. We
want our furniture to be suitable and
accessible for everyone.
The result can be seen in simple but important
details: a knob at the end of an armrest is not just an
attractive feature; it also has the function of making
it easier for people with a disability or impaired mobility to sit down or stand up. A higher seat height
and high armrests are other examples of ways of
making our furniture accessible for everyone.
A table with a central leg can increase accessibility for wheelchair or Permobil users. Extending
the table top on one side of a picnic table is another
example of improved accessibility.
Armrests are almost always available as an extra
option and we can easily customise a specific piece
of furniture to suit customer needs.

74
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Sofa, lime green wood features and black
metal (lime green is not a standard colour)
Litter bin,
lime green metal

Litter bins
and ashtrays
Litter bins
Practical, hardwearing and functional litter bins
made a huge difference to a public environment. It is important you give thought to how
many people will be using an area when you
choose the size of the litter bin. For example,
there will be more litter thrown away in a popular park than by a jogging track. In our range,
there are litter bins of different shapes and
sizes to suit different areas and environments.

Ashtrays
Because smoking is being prohibited in more
and more places, the positioning and dimension of ashtrays is an important matter and we
certainly want to promote an environment that
is free of cigarette butts. Our range has both
free-standing and wall-mounted ashtrays.

© Lappset Group Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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Litter bins & ashtrays

Material, colour and assembly options
Metal:

Wood:

EDP varnished and powdercoated steel; the lid of the ashtray is made of stainless steel.

Pine

Metal colours:

Wood colours:
Top coat of grey,
teak red or green

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Dark green powdercoated metal

<

410

>

490

>

>

Litter bin
Nestor is a medium-sized litter bin with
an elevated cover.

950

NF2485 NESTOR

<

Volume: 55 litres
Assembly: 108 mm central post for
casting into the ground or with a
mounting plate
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Black powdercoated metal

Litter bin
NF2488 VIDAR
Vidar is a medium-sized litter bin with an ashtray
in the cover. The litter bin stands on a central post.

<
<
>

Litter bin

Volume: 55 litres
Assembly: 108 mm central post for casting into
the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Felix is a spacious litter bin with an ashtray in the
cover. The container is attached under the cover and
is easy to empty.
Volume: 70 litres
Assembly: Free-standing. Can be cast into the
ground with the included threaded rod. Concrete base
included.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

<

410

>

<

895

>

<

Volume: 69 litres
Assembly: Free-standing. Can be cast into the
ground with the included threaded rod. Concrete
base included.
Design: Lots design

>

410

<

Grey powdercoated metal

395

NF2482 FELIX
<

950

NF3920 NEO
Medium-sized litter bin with a soft triangular shape.
The litter bin is part of the NEO furniture series.

Litter bin

>

Volume 134 litres
Assembly: Free-standing. Can be cast into the
ground with the included threaded rod. Concrete
base included.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

900

Adrian is a large litter bin with a cover and an
opening on one side.

1170

NF2490 ADRIAN

>

Litter bin

>

<

78
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Litter bin

NF2487 WILLIAM

NF2465 RUBEN
410

>

Runar is a small litter bin with a cover that closes tight.
<
Volume 35 litres
Assembly: 40 mm post for casting into the ground,
bracket for wall-mounting or on existing post with
diameter 105-120 mm, e.g. lamppost
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

770

770

<

<

Volume 55 litres.
Assembly: 108 mm central post for casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

320

>

>

<
>

William is a medium-sized litter bin with a cover that closes
tight.

Grey powdercoated metal

Litter bins & ashtrays

Litter bin

Black powdercoated metal

Litter bin
<

410

>

>

NF2481 JOAR

<

Volume 70 litres
Assembly: Free-standing, can be cast into the ground
with the included anchorage component. Concrete base
included
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

750

Joar is a large litter bin with a cover that closes tight.

Oskar is a small litter bin without a cover.
<
>

Volume 50 litres
Assembly: 40 mm pole for casting into the ground or
bracket for wall-mounting
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

410

>

Volume 35 litres
Assembly: 40 mm post for casting into the ground,
bracket for wall-mounting or on existing post with
diameter 105-120 mm, e.g. lamppost.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Runar is a small litter bin with an elevated cover,
Volume: 70 litres
Assembly: Free-standing, can be cast into the
ground with the included anchorage component.
Concrete base included.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors
<

320

>

Litter bin
770

1020

>

Jakob is a small litter bin with an elevated cover,

<

<

<

320

NF2471 JAKOB

Volume: 35 litres
Assembly: 50 mm post for casting into the ground,
bracket for wall-mounting or on existing post with
diameter 105-120 mm, e.g. lamppost.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

80

<
>

Storhalvar is a medium-sized litter bin with a cover that
closes tight.

NF2480 RUNAR

940

NF2460 OSKAR

>

900

NF2456 STORHALVAR

410

<

Litter bin

>

Litter bin

<
>

Litter bin
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Litter bins & ashtrays

Grey wood features
and dark grey metal

Litter bin

060103 PARK

CL60-7024 KITA

Park is a litter bin with wood panels and an elevated cover.
The litter bin is part of the Park furniture series.

Kita is available in two sizes.
Volume: 60 and 100 litres
Metal colours: Stainless steel or powder-coated in dark
green: RAL6012 and grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Free-standing with concrete base, pole for
casting into the ground or bracket for wall-mounting or
onto an existing pole
Design: Muodon Vuoksi Oy Heikki Meriläinen

970

400

>

<

Volume 40 litres
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Lappset Design

<
>

>

720

400

<

<
>

Litter bin

Powder-coated
grey metal

Black powdercoated metal

Black powdercoated metal

Dog waste bin

Litter bin with an
information sign

NF2457 LUDVIG

Assembly: Anchored into the ground with
a mounting plate, or cast into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

82

450

>

>

>

<

< 130 >

<
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1750
<

Torkel is a cylindrical ashtray which is easy
to empty. Also available with a rain cover.

NF2458 PATRIK

Volume: 50 litres
Assembly: Cast into concrete

1750

NF8111 TORKEL

>

>

Ashtray

450

Patrik is a medium-sized litter bin with an
iNFormation sign and a cover that closes tight.

Volume: 50 litres
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

<

Assembly: Mounted on a wall
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

>

Efraim is a wall-mounted ashtray.

>

250

NF8100 EFRAIM

130

<

Ashtray

<

<

Ludvig is a dog waste bin with a pouch for bags at the top.

Dark green powdercoated metal

850

Black powdercoated metal
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Bicycle rack

Lappset want to encourage more and more people to cycle. It's good for the environment and
it's good for your health. Most of our bicycle racks have adjustable bars that can be angled as
desired. Most of our wheel bars are hot galvanised in order to achieve the best possible rust
protection. The Urban and Ströget series have frame brackets as an accessory. Contact us if
you want a bicycle rack with more slots than those stated in the description. We can easily
make adaptations to suit our customers' wishes.

Bicycle rack

Material, colour and
assembly options

NF9002 STRÖGET
The bicycle rack has room for four bicycles.

< 220 > <

Metal:

>
>

2000

EPD varnished and powdercoated steel. Cycle bars of
12 mm round steel Frame
bracket of 40 mm steel tubing
Metal colours:

<

610

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or
dark grey: RAL7024

Wood:

Bicycle rack

Pine

NF9065 STRÖGET FRAME BRACKET

Wood colours:

Separate frame bracket for Ströget bicycle rack

Glazed in light brown,
dark brown, green or teak red,
or Linax-treated.

Assembly: mounted on the Ströget bicycle rack
Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson

870

> <

2000

>

Assembly:
For casting into the ground.

<

610

>

<

Bicycle rack

Powder-coated
dark green metal

The picture shows the frame bracket for
the Urban bicycle rack. The frame bracket
for Ströget is of the same design.

Ströget

Ströget is a bicycle rack series with products of a number of different
designs. All our racks have adjustable bars that can be angled as desired.
There is also a frame bracket for Ströget as an accessory; this means the
entire bicycle frame can be locked in place which makes theft more difficult.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors
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Bicycle rack

Bicycle rack

NF9020 STRÖGET

NF9000 STRÖGET

Bicycle rack with a wooden crossbar and room for four bicycles.

The bicycle rack has tall side posts and room for four bicycles.

2000

>

< 220 > <

2000

>

<

<

900

900

>

< 220 > <

>

Powder-coated
grey metal

Powder-coated
grey metal

Bicycle rack

Powder-coated grey metal
and light brown wood feature

Bicycle rack
NF9010 STRÖGET
The bicycle rack has a metal crossbar and room for four bicycles.

2000

>

<

900

>

< 220 > <
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Bicycle rack

Frame bracket

NF7600A URBAN FOR A WALL

NF7661 URBAN

A wall-mounted bicycle rack with room for four bicycles.

Separate frame bracket for Urban bicycle rack

Assembly: Mounted on a wall

Assembly: Mounted on the Urban bicycle rack

2050

>

<

2080

> <

840

>

<

<

570

550

>

< 200 >

>

<

Bicycle rack

Powder-coated
black metal

Bicycle rack

Material, colour and assembly options

NF7660A URBAN
Bicycle rack with four slots.
Assembly: For casting into the ground

Metal:

Wood:

EPD varnished and powdercoated 40 mm steel tubing. Cycle bars of 12 mm round steel.

Pine

Metal colours:
2080

> < 200 >

Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

<

550

>

<

Wood colours:

Powder-coated
black metal

Urban

Urban is a wide bicycle rack series with products of different designs.
The frame is made of round, bent steel and all racks have adjustable
bars that can be angled. There is also a frame bracket for Urban as
an accessory; this means the entire bicycle frame can be locked in
place which makes theft more difficult.
Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson
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Bicycle rack

Powder-coated grey metal
and light brown wood feature

Powder-coated
black metal

Bicycle rack
NF7635 URBAN
Round bicycle rack with four bicycle slots on one side and a plank seat on
the other. Suitable for placing around a tree or similar object.

>

Assembly: For casting into the ground or mounting on a ground grate.

1435

Powder-coated grey metal
and light brown wood feature

Bicycle rack
NF7612A URBAN
Bicycle rack with room for four bicycles. The rack has a wooden
crossbar that can be used as a seat or a railing to lean against.

>

>

<
<

> < 220 >

1520

>

NF7642 URBAN

Assembly: For casting into the ground or mounting on a
ground grate

<

630

500

<

<

750

<

750

>

Round bicycle rack with room for up to 16 bicycles. The
rack is suitable for placing around a tree or similar object.

1500

2040

>

<

1500

Bicycle rack

>

2040

<

220

630

Assembly: For casting into the ground
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Bicycle rack

Powder-coated blue metal
(not a standard colour)

Bicycle rack
NF3930 HJÄRTAT
A lovable heart-shaped bicycle rack to which the frame of the a bicycle can be attached.
Several Hjärtat racks can be put in a row to make a larger bicycle parking facility.
Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 35 mm steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Design: LOTS-design
Assembly: For digging or casting into the ground

<

910

>

<

830

>

< 220 >

Hot galvanised steel

Bicycle rack
NF8700 SVALLET
Svallet is a bicycle rack in bent steel with room for
one or two bicycles.
Metal: Hot galvanised 50 mm steel
Metal colours: Hot galvanised steel
Assembly: For casting into the ground
1050

>

>

<

<

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 50 mm steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey
RAL 4024
Assembly: For casting into the ground

950

NF8800 SVALLET

Wave-shaped
bicycle rack

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 108
mm steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark
grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Jim Isotalus

In this series you will find bicycle racks with soft
shapes, made of bent steel. How about a bicycle
rack in the shape of a heart? Or why not a rack
shaped like a wave? Choose between a single-bike
rack or one for several bicycles.

408

>

1450

Jumbo is a bicycle bollard based on a central
post with two steel rings at the top onto which
bicycles can be locked.

<

<

NF8200 JUMBO

>

Bicycle rack

Powder-coated
black metal
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Bicycle rack

Powder-coated
black metal

Hot galvanised
steel

Bicycle rack
J17441
Free-standing bicycle rack with parking from both sides.
Metal: Hot galvanised steel
Metal colours: Steel
Assembly: Free-standing or anchored with anchorage component J17801

270

>

<

1330

>

<

175

>

<

Powder-coated
grey metal

Bicycle rack
NF8500 VÅGEN

>

>

1450

Powder-coated
grey metal

Hot galvanised
steel
<

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 50
mm steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012, grey:
RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

<

950

As the name implies, Vågen (The Wave) is a
bicycle rack in the shape of a wave with room
for up to three bicycles. The bicycle rack can be
specially ordered in longer sections with room
for more bicycles.

Bicycle rack

Bicycle rack

Bicycle rack

NF8600 BÅGEN

J17841

060105 PARK

Bågen is a bicycle rack in the shape of an arch.
Several Bågen racks can be put in a row to make
a larger bicycle parking facility.

Free-standing bicycle rack with room for many bicycles.

Free-standing bicycle rack with room for up to nine bicycles.

Metal: Hot galvanised steel
Metal colours: Steel
Assembly: Free-standing or anchored with anchorage component J17801

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated steel
Metal colours: Grey: RAL7024, beige: RAL1015, green:RAL6012
Assembly: Free-standing

285

>

< 275 >

950

3150

>

2600

>

< 310 >

<
< 270 > <

<

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 50 mm
steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey:
RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

>

<
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Barbecues and
firewood rack
A barbecue creates a natural meeting place
wherever it is placed. Choose among barbecues
of different sizes and designs to make a
stylish feature in a housing area, at a camp-site
or play area. The barbecues can be used with
both wood or charcoal. The design allows you to
cook food and at the same time fill up with more
charcoal or logs from the side.
Our barbecues are works of real craftsmanship,
make out of 5 mm powder-coated steel, which
will ensure a long life span.
Design: Ark. SIR Arne Nilsson

99

Barbecues

Material, colour and
assembly options

Black semi-matte
textured paint

Metal:
5 mm steel, powder-coated with
heat-resistant colour
Metal colours:
Black, semi-matte and heatresistant textured paint

Assembly:
For casting into the ground;
anchored with the included
anchorage component, or bolted
to the ground

Barbecue

Barbecue

NF7691 MIKA

NF7695 MARIA

Large barbecue with dense grill grate
and drainage hole in the middle.

Small barbecue with dense grill grate
and drainage hole in the middle.
<

1250

>

Barbecue
NF7692 ASTRID

<
>

<

1250

800

>

>

660

>

<

1250

>

<

650

<

<

>

<

800

>

1250

>

<

650

Large barbecue with dense grate and shelf area.
The barbecue has a drainage hole in the middle.

Barbecue

NF7690 HILDE

NF7696 ARNE

Large barbecue with shelf area. Drainage hole in the middle.

Rack with roof for storing firewood.

>

<

700

800

Firewood rack

660

>

<

Barbecue

1250

>

<

555

>

1250

100

>
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<

650
<

<

800

>

<

1200

>

<

<

>

Small barbecue with a shelf area at the side. The
barbecue has a drainage hole in the middle.

>

NF7694 TINA

BARBECUES
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Planters
NF4070 ARKAD

Planters
Plants and flowers are a much appreciated
and important part of our outdoor environment.
In our range, there are planters made of steel,
aluminium and with wood panelling. Most of the
containers have a built-in moisture barrier that
will ensure your flowers and plants thrive.
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Wood with
light brown glaze

Wood:

Planters

Vanda and Verona
Material, colour and
assembly options

Wood with
green glaze

Pine
Wood colours:
Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Assembly:
Free-standing

Planters

Planters

NF1910 VANDA

1050

>

>

<

Round planter with wood panelling.

NF1800 VERONA
Planter with softly rounded wood panelling.
Diameter: 760 mm
Design: Leif Öhman

500

Diameter 1050 mm
Design: Leif Öhman

760

>

400

<

>

<

<

Planters
NF1920 VANDA

1250

>

>

<

Medium-sized, round planter with wood panelling.

500

Diameter: 1250 mm
Assembly: Free-standing

Planters

<

NF4070 ARKAD
Large, square planter with softly rounded
sides

Diameter: 1450 mm
Assembly: Free-standing

>
500

Large, round planter with wood panelling.

<

1450

>

<

1070

>

>

NF1930 VANDA

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated
4 mm steel
Colour: Powder-coated in matte black:
RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012, grey:
RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Free-standing
Design: Klippinge

830

Planters

104

<

<

Powder-coated
black metal
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Quarter
Material, colour and assembly options

Teak red wood

Wood:

Assembly:

Metal:

Assembly:

Pine

Free-standing

Die cast aluminium

Free-standing

Wood colours:

Design:

Metal colours:

Design:

Pressure impregnated pine,
grey, teak red or green

Lappset Design

Powder-coated in matte
black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042,
matte lacquered aluminium or
dark grey: RAL7024

Ola Giertz

Planters

Park
Material, colour and assembly options

Teak red wood

Matte lacquered
aluminium

Planters
<

820

>

>

000526 PARK

<

400

Square planter with overlapping wood panelling.

Planters

>

830

>

>

<

Quarter-shaped planter in aluminium.
Particularly suitable for corners.

470

Hexagonal planter with horizontal wood
panelling.

300

NF3851 QUARTER 1

Planters
000543 PARK

<

<

Diameter: 830 mm

Planters

<

800

>

<

800

>

NF3852 QUARTER 2

Lacquered
aluminium

Semicircular-shaped planter in aluminium. Together, the two quarter-shaped
containers make a semicircle that looks
attractive when placed in front of a wall.

Planters
NF3910 NOVA
>

>

Planters
NF3853 QUARTER 3

1160

1200

Three-quarter-shaped planter in aluminium.
Together, the three quarter-shaped containers
make a planter that fits around a corner.

<

485

>

Volume: 260 litres
Metal: Solid aluminium
Colour: Clear varnished aluminium or powdercoated in black: RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012,
grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Free-standing
Design: Lots Design

<

<

Triangular planter in die-cast aluminium with
rounded corners. Nova is part of the NEO furniture
series.

106
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Fences, railings, bollards
and tree guards

A good fence separates areas without giving a closed-in feeling. All our fences, railings, bollards and
tree guards have a classic design and function as discrete partitions rather than barriers. The standup rails also function as a place of rest, something to lean against while waiting for a train or bus.

109

Fences
Powder-coated
dark green metal

Powder-coated
black metal

Material, colour and
assembly options
Metal:
EPD varnished and powdercoated steel

Fences

Fences

NF9630 GLOBAL

NF9632 GLOBAL

Fence section of steel with vertical square bars

Fence section with crossbar. The fence is made of steel with vertical square bars.

Design: Sydväst Arkitektur & Landskap

Design: Sydväst Arkitektur & Landskap

Metal colours:
Powder-coated in black:
RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042
or dark grey: RAL7024

>

1700

>

1100

>

<

<

Wood:

<

900
Powder-coated
dark green metal

1700

>

<

Pine
Wood colours:

Fences

Adjustable: 360°
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

>

>

Glazed in light brown, dark
brown, green or teak red, or
Linax-treated.

Teak red wood features and powdercoated grey metal (no standard colours)

Railings
060111 PARK

900

Flexible fence made of steel with vertical square bars. The sections are
attached with a clamping ring on the posts and can be rotated which
makes it possible to set the fence at the desired angle. For a certain
difference in ground level, the sections can be staggered.

2000

Assembly:
For casting into the ground.

<

NF9200 STRÖGET

<

Wood railing that can be used as both a divider and
something to sit on or lean against.
Metal: Sandblasted and powder-coated steel and pine
Metal colours: Metal powder-coated in grey: RAL7042,
beige: RAL1015 or dark green: RAL6012
Wood colours: Top coat of grey, teak red or green
Assembly: For digging into the ground; casting is not
required

Fences
>

<160>

<

1980

>

<

<

Adjustable: 360°
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

2000

>

>

<

900

Fence with a cross of flat steel. The sections are attached with a
clamping ring on the posts and can be rotated which makes it possible
to set the fence at the desired angle. For a certain difference in ground
level, the sections can be staggered.

730

NF9100 STRÖGET

110
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Light brown wood feature
and powder-coated black metal

NF9042 STRÖGET
Steel railing that is attached with a clamping ring on the posts and can be rotated.
which makes it possible to set the railing at the desired angle.
Adjustable: 360°
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

2000

>

>

<

Railings

Railings

<

600

Powder-coated
dark green metal

Railing
NF9060 STRÖGET
Steel railing with a wooden crossbar. The railing is attached with a clamping ring on the posts
and can be rotated which makes it possible to set the railing at the desired angle.
Adjustable: 360°
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

2000

>

>

<

<

610

Light brown wood feature and
powder-coated dark green metal

Railings
Black metal

NF7672A URBAN
Railing with soft lines made of bent steel.
Design: Ark. Sir Arne Nilsson

2040

>

<

730

>

<

Light brown wood feature and
powder-coated black metal.

Railings
NF7670 RELAX
A steel railing with a wooden crossbar.
Functions also as a piece of furniture to lean against.
Design: Ark. Sir Arne Nilsson

1500

>

<

1080

>

<
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Bollards

Powder-coated
dark green metal

Powder-coated dark grey
metal and a red ring feature

Bollards

Bollards

NF8010 STRÖGET

NF8301 ORBIS MINI
>
< 220 >

>
650

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated steel
Colours of ring: Dark green: RAL6021, yellow: RAL1004, green: RAL6017,
red: RAL3020, blue: RAL6027 or orange: RAL2008
Metal colours: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green: RAL6012
grey: RAL7042 or umbra grey: RAL7022
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Sydväst arkitektur och landskap

<108>

<

Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated steel
Assembly: For poured foundation
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Medium-sized cylindrical bollard with a decorative ring at the top. The ring
can be used as a splash of colour or can have a more neutral appearance.

750

Low, cylindrical bollard. Goods thickness: 5 mm steel.

Powder-coated grey metal
and a yellow ring feature

<

Powder-coated
black metal

NF8300 ORBIS MIDI

High, cylindrical bollard. Goods thickness: 3.6 mm steel.

High and narrow cylindrical bollard with a decorative ring at the top.

<108>
<

<

<89>

Bollards
NF8302 ORBIS MAXI

Removable, cylindrical bollard of 3.6 mm thick steel. Can
be removed from the base with a key.

Wide cylindrical bollard with a decorative ring at the top.

650

900

NF8005 STRÖGET, REMOVABLE

< 194 >

Powder-coated dark grey metal
and orange ring feature
<

<108>
<

114

>

>

Bollards

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated steel
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

>

900

NF8000 STRÖGET

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated steel
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Powder-coated
grey metal

Bollards

900

>

Bollards
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Powder-coated
grey metal

Powder-coated
black metal

Tree guards

Tree guards

NF7710 VIBY

NF7740 NORA
440

>

<

700

>

>

<

Cylindrical tree guard with poles of flat steel.

>

Cylindrical tree guard with steel poles.

Tree guards

Powder-coated
black metal

<

1200

1600

Metal: EDP varnished and powder-coated 40x5 mm flat iron
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Mounted on a ground grate
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

<

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 20 mm steel
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Mounted on to a ground grate or directly
into the ground.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

Powder-coated
black metal
>

Ground grate excluding concrete base.

NF7721 TROSA

Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 8 mm steel
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005, dark green:
RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Mounted on the ground, excluding
concrete base
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

1400

>

<

<

116

<

1400

1500

Cylindrical tree guard with steel poles.
Metal: EPD varnished and powder-coated 60 mm steel tubes.
Colour: Powder-coated in black: RAL9005,
dark green: RAL6012, grey: RAL7042 or dark grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Mounted on to a ground grate or directly into the ground.
Design: Ark. Jan Räntfors

NF7730 LILJA

>

680

>

Tree guards

<

Ground grate
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Pavilions, pergolas,
rug-beating and drying racks

A pavilion is an attractive feature in a housing area, park or play area. Many people can gather here, no
matter what the weather is like. A pergola provides protection against both bright sunshine and heavy
rain. If your housing association wants a leafy room, we recommend a pergola. A pergola is especially
beautiful with a roof of green climbing plants but it still gives a cosy feeling even without plants.

119

Pavilion

Pavilion

000477 PINOCCHIO

070206 BOULEVARD

A square pavilion/wooden roof that provides protection
against both sun and rain.

A octagonal pavilion with benches along the walls.

>

< 970 >

3100

Top coated grey wood

Wood: Pine
Colour: Top-coated with grey
Assembly: Free-standing.
Design: Lappset Design

Wood: Pine
Wood colours: Top-coated with grey
Assembly: Dug into the ground
Design: Lappset Design

<

Pavilions and pergolas

Top coated grey wood

4110

>

>

<

3100

>

< >

<

<

<>

145

<

970

>

3250

3350

>

<

145

Top coated grey wood

>

Pergola
070210 PARK

A large pavilion with a roof that provides weather protection.

A spacious pergola which creates a leafy room when used with green climbing plants.
Wood: Pine
Wood colours: Top-coated with grey
Assembly: Dug into the ground
Design: Lappset Design

<

2900

>

<

7295

>

<

145

<>

<

120

< 970 >

Wood: Pine
Colour: Top-coated with grey
Assembly: Free-standing
Design: Lappset Design

3360

070205 BOULEVARD

>

5725

2405

<
>

Pavilion

Top coated grey wood
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Rug-beating racks

Powder-coated dark green
metal and green wood feature
Powder-coated
grey metal

DRYING RACKS
060122 DRYING RACK
Steel drying rack
Metal: Sand blasted and powder-coated steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in beige: RAL1015,
dark green: RAL6012 or grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For digging into the ground

<

2000

>

<

1810

>

<200>

DRYING RACKS

DUSTING RACKS

060322 DRYING RACK

060321 DUSTING RACK

Metal: Sand blasted and powder-coated steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in grey: RAL7024
Assembly: For casting into the ground

Metal: Sand blasted and powder-coated steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in grey: RAL7024
Assembly: Free-standing or cast into the ground with anchorage component 003497

990

>

<

2000

>

>
<

990

>

<

2000

>

<

<

<

1780

1870

Dusting rack with a wooden middle section.
Metal: sand blasted and powder-coated steel
Metal colours: Powder-coated in grey: RAL7024, beige:
RAL1015 or dark green: RAL6012
Wood: Pine
Wood colours: Top-coated in grey, teak red or green
Assembly: Free-standing or cast into the ground with
anchorage component 003497

<

1868

060120 PARK RACK

>

>

DUSTING RACKS

1830

>

<
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Delivery and assembly
Delivery
The products are delivered as components and elements and
include:
»» delivery note
»» assembly instructions
The products are suitably packed and transported in accordance
with our transport policy. The goods are delivered on pallets
to facilitate handling, which reduces both costs and transport
damage.
Assembly instructions
Detailed assembly instructions are included with every product.
The illustrated assembly instructions give you all the necessary
information about the delivery.

124

Assembly
The product must be assembled in accordance with the assembly instructions included with the product when it is delivered.
Ordering
You can place an order via letter, email or telephone. We ask that
any instructions regarding alterations of our standard products
be sent in writing.
Information about deliveries
If you have placed an order and want more information about
the means of delivery or delivery time, or if you want to make a
remark about the delivery, call +358 (0) 207 750 100.

Terms of delivery
The prices include transport insurance. The goods are delivered
Ex Works unless otherwise agreed. It is the responsibility of the
client to ensure that the necessary unloading vehicle is available. Orders for standard products can be cancelled free of charge
up to 8 days after the order is made. Orders for CAD products
that have been designed in accordance with the client's wishes
can only be cancelled by 70 % of the price of the product being
paid. The delivery time can be extended once and at most by
one month but maximum one week before the confirmed delivery time from the factory.
Packaging
The products are delivered either wrapped in recyclable polythene plastic on a pallet or packed in a wooden/cardboard box.
The pallets and wooden boxes are made on untreated wood.
They can be recycled or burnt.
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Delivery time
The delivery time varies from 2-8 weeks depending on product
and season. The delivery time for standard products from the
factory is normally 3 weeks.
Product alterations
We are continually developing our products by observing international standards with regard to safety and quality. We reserve
the right therefore to alter our products and prices.
Patents and design protection
Lappset Group Oy has valid patents and design protection for its
products. Copyright is reserved.
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Metal colours NF products

Black
RAL 9005

Dark green
RAL 6012

Grey
RAL 7042

Dark grey
RAL 7024

Steel,
aluminium or
galvanised

Wood colours NF products

Jatoba, oiled

Linax

Light brown

Our woods and colours
Lappset's wooden furniture is made of Swedish Norrland pine
or of Brazilian Jatoba. Both of these woods are famous for their
high quality and long durability. Our standard colours have been
carefully selected to blend into different sorts of shared outdoor
areas such as parks, housing areas and town centres. The colours
are distinct without attracting too much attention.
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Wood and colour symbols
By each product in the catalogue, it is clearly stated which woods
and colours can be ordered. Here you can see all our standard
colours.

Metal colours for other products

Black
RAL 9005

78 Grey
RAL 7024

79 Green
RAL 6012

Steel, aluminium
or galvanised

80 Beige
RAL 1015

Wood colours for other products

Grey (-1)

Teak red (-16)

Green (-17)

Colour combinations for 060 products
Dark brown

Green

Teak red

-1 grey metal
and wood
features
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-16 teak red
wood and beige
metal features

-17 green metal
and wood
features
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Material specifications
The material specifications given below are for the product numbers beginning with NF.

Wood material pine
The wood material has been treated with alkyd/acrylate based
glaze reinforced with UV absorbent which guarantees maximum
resistance against weather and wind. The wood material is impregnated once with TEKNOL AQUA 1410-01 which penetrates
about 3 mm into the wood. It is then treated (rinse painted) with
primer/colouration GORI 615 (brown ”pine 5078”, green ”green
5079”, teak red ”teak 5080”), 5 μm, and once with varnish Gori
660 OAK 5097, 275 μm, at our painting facility. This treatment
gives complete colour saturation which results in the best
possible quality.
Maintenance
All painted surfaces that are exposed to weather require
maintenance at some point in time. When exactly maintenance
painting is needed depends on the type of construction, how
severe the weather impact is and in which direction the product
is positioned. Moisture is the cause of most of the damage done
to wooden surfaces. It is important that the wood is dry before
damage is repaired or surfaces repainted. When painting, the
moisture content of the wood must not exceed 20 %. During
painting and drying, the temperature of the air, surface and
paint should be over +5°C and the relative humidity of the air
should be less than 80 %.
Pretreatment
All loose and cracked paint must be scraped off mechanically
and loose dirt and dust must be removed from other areas.
Any porous wood must be removed, for instance, by sanding..
Painted surfaces must be washed with paint cleaner, mouldy
parts with mildew remover and the surfaces must be thoroughly
rinsed with water.
Maintenance painting
Pretreated surfaces are painted with touch-up paint of the
desired colour. Touch-up paint can be bought from Lappset.

Linax surface treatment
Linax surface treatment (Royal treatment) means pine that has
been pressure impregnated with a copper-based product and
then vacuum-boiled in process oil (linseed oil). This gives a wood
product with excellent dimensional stability which means there
is less risk of cracking than would be the case with untreated
or impregnated wood. Over time, Linax-treated furniture will
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acquire a weathered grey tone and the oil in the outermost
layer will gradually be worn away. If you like the weathered grey
surface, it is not necessary to oil the furniture until 6-12 years
have passed, depending in the climate conditions. Carex Linolja
Naturell should be used for maintenance. It is important that the
wood has been cleaned and is dry (maximum 20% moisture quota) before it is treated with the oil. Any resin must be scraped
off with a sharp knife. Linax-treated furniture are only intended
for outdoor use and for use above ground.

Wood material Jatoba
(hardwood)
When delivered, this wood has been treated with a wood oil
based on linseed oil. To protect the wood from moisture, rot,
cracking and discolouration, we recommend that the wood
is oiled in every autumn and spring with a wood oil based on
linseed oil. Before treating the wood, it must be cleaned by
washing or brushing. It is important that all surfaces, especially
end surfaces, are treated. Hardwood that has greyed can be
restored so it regains most of its original appearance by being
sanded with fine sandpaper/sanding sponge and then being
oiled in. Cracking can be counteracted through treatment with
oil but cannot be completely eliminated. Wood oil for the maintenance of Jatoba wood can be bought from Lappset.

Steel
The steel has been EPD varnished and powder-coated for high
rot protection and does not need any specific maintenance,
only normal cleaning. If the varnish gets damaged, the area
should be treated for rot protection as soon as possible and
then top-coated with a lacquer paint, preferably a 2-component
lacquer to prevent rust.

Other information
Hinge joints and locks on litter bins and ashtrays should be oiled
in once a year to prevent noise and rust and bolts may need
to be tightened on the wooden components of sofas, chairs,
benches and tables.
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Sofas, benches,
chairs and tables
Nifo .......................................
Nonstop ............................
Neo .......................................
Yarden .................................
Ströget ...............................
Scandinavia ....................
Site ........................................
Imse ......................................
Picnic tables....................
Tree bench ......................
Park Place .........................

Warranty times
20 years
»» Steel components and structures
»» Linax treated wooden parts
15 years
»» Aluminium components
10 years
»» Preserved wooden parts with no ground contact
»» Preserved wooden parts with ground contact (in Europe)
»» Concrete parts
»» Surface finish of steel and aluminium components
5 years
»» Preserved wooden parts with ground contact
(outside Europe)
»» Wooden parts made of Jatoba
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14
18
24
28
30
34
38
40
44
47
48

Park Weekend ...............
Boulevard .........................
Malen & Malbå ..............
Båstad ................................
Bosse & Kompis ...........
Metro ...................................
Urban ...................................
Rosenhill ...........................
Sun Ray .............................
Säferum .............................
Paus ......................................

Nifo

Nifo
NF4000
NF4002
NF4001
NF4003

Sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine
Sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine
Sofa without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine

Metal colours

Wood colours

NF4008
NF4010
NF4009
NF4011

Bench with armrests, free-standing, pine
Bench with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
Bench without armrests, free-standing, pine
Bench without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine

Metal colours

Wood colours

Nifo

Nifo

Nifo

NF4021 Chair without armrests, swivel, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4023 Chair without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4025 Chair without armrests, swivel, with mounting plate, pine
NF4027 Chair without armrests, with mounting plate, pine

NF4020 Chair with armrests, swivel, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4022 Chair with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4024 Chair with armrests, swivel, with mounting plate, pine
NF4026 Chair with armrests, with mounting plate, pine

NF4029 Stool without armrests, swivel, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4031 Stool without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4033 Stool without armrests, swivel, with mounting plate, pine
NF4035 Stool without armrests, with mounting plate, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Nifo

Nifo

NF4016 Table, free-standing, pine
NF4017 Table, for casting into the ground, pine

NF4040 2-seat sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF4042 2-seat sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4041 2-seat sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine
NF4043 2-seat sofa without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine

NF4028 Stool with armrests, swivel, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4030 Stool without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF4032 Stool with armrests, swivel, with mounting plate, pine
NF4034 Stool with armrests, with mounting plate, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Nifo

3 years
»» Moving parts, malfunctions
»» Steel cables, chains
»» Surface finish of other than steel and aluminium components
»» Unpreserved wooden parts

50
52
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Guarantee times apply for manufacturing and material faults and
faults regarding the strength of the component. Vandalising or
abnormal use is not covered by the guarantee, nor is normal wear
and tear or colour fading. In order for the guarantee to apply, the
recommended maintenance must be done. The guarantee comprises the delivery of replacement parts, free of charge.
For more information on warranty terms and conditions, please
visit www.lappset.com.

Nonstop resting

Nonstop reading

Nonstop talking

NF5009 Chair with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF5010 Chair without armrests, free-standing, pine

NF5003 Divan, free-standing, pine

NF5004 Sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF5000 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours
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Wood colours

Wood colours
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Yarden

Yarden

Yarden

NF5006 Table (side-table) for casting into ground, pine

NFJ2092 Table, free-standing, pine
NFJ2093 Table for casting into ground, pine

NFJ2011 Sofa without armrests for casting into ground, pine
NFJ2012 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine

NFJ2022 Stool without armrests,
		swivel function, for casting into ground, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Nonstop meeting

Nonstop watching

Nonstop sipping

NF5002 Wide bench, free-standing, pine

NF5001 Bench, free-standing, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Nonstop eating

Neo

Neo

NF5005 Table, free-standing, pine

NF3908 Table, free-standing, pine

NF3903 Chair with armrests, free-standing, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Ströget

Ströget

Ströget

NF7206-1 Bench with armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7208 Bench with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF7205-1 Bench with armrests for casting into ground, Jatoba
NF7207 Bench with armrests for casting into ground, pine

NF7152-1 Double sofa with armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7154 Double sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF7151-1 Double sofa with armrests for casting into ground, Jatoba
NF7153 Double sofa with armrests for casting into ground, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Ströget

Ströget

NF7051-1 Sofa with armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7053 Sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine
NF7101-1 Sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, Jatoba
NF7103 Sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine

NF7052-1 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7054 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine
NF7102-1 Sofa without armrests, for casting into the ground, Jatoba
NF7104 Sofa without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Neo

Neo

NF3901 Sofa with armrests, free-standing, pine

NF3901B Extension for sofa with armrests, free-standing,
pine
Metal colours
Wood colours

NF3911 Bench with armrests, free-standing, pine
Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Ströget
Neo

Wood colours

Wood colours

NF7202-1 Bench without armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7204 Bench without armrests, free-standing, pine
NF7203 Bench without armrests for casting into ground, pine
NF7201-1 Bench without armrests for casting into ground, Jatoba

NF7254 Table, free-standing, pine
NF7252-1 Table, free-standing, Jatoba
NF7251-1 Table for casting into ground, Jatoba
NF7253 Table for casting into ground, pine

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Scandinavia

Neo
NF3913 Bench with extra armrests, free-standing, pine
Metal colours
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Wood colours

Yarden
Yarden
NFJ2061 Bench without armrests for casting into ground, pine
NFJ2021 Chair without armrests, swivel, for casting into ground, pine
NFJ2062 Bench without armrests, free-standing, pine
NFJ2023 Chair without armrests, swivel, for casting into ground, pine
Metal colours

Wood colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Scandinavia

Scandinavia

NF2291M Table for casting into ground, pine

NF2531M Bench for casting into ground, pine

NF2301 Sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF2301M Sofa with armrests, concealed carriage bolts,
for casting into ground, pine
NF2271 Sofa without armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF2271M Sofa without armrests, concealed carriage bolts,
for casting into ground, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours
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Wood colours

Wood colours
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Park Picnic

Site

Site

Site

NF7677 Sofa with armrests, for casting into the ground, pine
NF7676 Sofa with armrests, wall-mounted, pine

NF7681 Chair with armrests, for casting into ground, pine

NF7679 Bench without armrests, for casting into ground, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

000500-1
000500-16
000500-17
000510-1
000510-16
000510-17

Picnic table, free-standing, grey pine
Picnic table, free-standing, teak red pine
Picnic table, free-standing, green pine
Picnic table for children, free-standing, grey pine
Picnic table for children, free-standing, teak red pine
Picnic table for children, free-standing, green pine

Wood colours

Park Place

Park Place

Table, free-standing, grey pine
/ grey metal
060100-16 Table, free-standing, teak red pine
/ beige metal
060100-17 Table, free-standing, green pine
/ green metal

060101-1

Metal colours

Metal colours

060100-1

Wood colours

Bench, free-standing, grey pine
/ grey metal
060101-16 Bench, free-standing, teak red pine
/ beige metal
060101-17 Bench, free-standing, green pine
/ green metal
Wood colours

Park Place
060102-1

Site

Imse

Imse

NF7680 Table, for casting into ground, pine

NFJ2131 Swing hammock for casting into ground, pine
NFJ2132 Swing hammock for casting into ground, Jatoba

NFJ2202 Sofa with armrests, stackable, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Sofa, free-standing, grey pine
/ grey metal
060102-16 Sofa, free-standing, teak red pine
/ beige metal
060102-17 Sofa, free-standing, green pine
/ green metal

Park Weekend

Park Weekend

000502-1 Furniture set, free-standing, grey pine
000502-16 Furniture set, free-standing,
teak red pine
000502-17 Furniture set, free-standing, green pine

000504-1 Sofa, free-standing, grey pine
000504-16 Sofa, free-standing, teak red pine
000504-17 Sofa, free-standing, green pine

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Park Weekend

NFJ2262 Bench without armrests, free-standing, pine

NFJ2252 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine

NFJ2272 Table, free-standing, pine

000503-1 Table, free-standing, grey pine
000503-16 Table, free-standing, teak red pine
000503-17 Table, free-standing, green pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Imse

Imse

Wood colours

Imse

Wood colours

Wood colours

Hansa
NF2591 Picnic table, free-standing, pine
NF2593 Picnic table with backrest, free-standing, pine
NF2594 Picnic table with backrest on one side and extended
table top 2.3 m, free-standing, pine
NF2691 Picnic table with extended table top 2.3 m,
free-standing, pine

Park Rest
052213-1 Bench, free-standing, concrete base, grey pine
052213-16 Bench, free-standing, concrete base,
teak red pine
052213-17 Bench, free-standing, concrete base, green pine

Wood colours

Wood colours

Boulevard
000656-1
000656-16
Hans

Available in several design options.

NF2592 Picnic table for children, free-standing, pine
NF2692 Picnic table for children with extended table
top 2.3 m, free-standing, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Park Rest
052211-1 Sofa, free-standing, concrete base, grey pine
052211-16 Sofa, free-standing, concrete base,
teak red pine
052211-17 Sofa, free-standing, concrete base, green pine

Wood colours

000656-17

Tree bench
NF000541 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine
Wood colours

000657-1
Metal colours

Wood colours

000657-16
000657-17
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Sofa with armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, grey pine
Sofa with armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, teak red pine
Sofa with armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, green pine
Sofa without armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, grey pine
Sofa without armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, teak red pine
Sofa without armrests, free-standing,
aluminium base, green pine

Boulevard
000651-1 Table, free-standing, aluminium base, grey pine
000651-16 Table, free-standing, aluminium base,
teak red pine
000651-17 Table, free-standing, aluminium base, green pine
Metal colours

Wood colours
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Boulevard

Boulevard

Boulevard

000655-1 Bench, free-standing, aluminium base, grey pine
000655-16 Bench, free-standing, aluminium base,
teak red pine
000655-17 Bench, free-standing, aluminium base, green pine

000670-1 Bench, wall-mounted, grey pine
000670-16 Bench, wall-mounted, teak red pine
000670-17 Bench, wall-mounted, green pine

000508-1 Bench, free standing, grey pine
000508-16 Bench, free standing, teak red pine
000508-17 Bench, free standing, green pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

			

Rosenhill

Sun Ray

Säferum

NF5060 Sofa with armrests, dug into ground, pine
NF5061 Sofa with armrests, for casting into ground, pine

NF3800 Bench without armrests, for casting into ground
or bolted, pine

NF2892-1 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, Jatoba
NF2893 Sofa without armrests, free-standing, pine

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

			

			

Malen

Malbå

Båstad

NF2751 Sofa, free-standing, pine

NF2431 Table, free-standing, pine

NF2733 Bench, free-standing, pine
NF2734-1 Bench, free-standing, Jatoba

Paus			
		

Paus

NF3900 Sofa, free-standing, pine

NF3902 Chair, free-standing, pine

Wood colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

			

Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Litter bins
and ashtrays

Båstad

Bosse

Kompis

Nestor

Felix

NF2731 Sofa, free-standing, pine
NF2732-1 Sofa, free-standing, Jatoba			

NF7685 Sofa with armrests, stackable, pine

NF2350 Sofa with armrests, for casting into ground, pine

NF2485 Litter bin, for casting into the ground, 55 litres
NF2486 Litter bin with mounting plate, 55 litres

NF2482 Litter bin with ashtray including concrete base,
free-standing, 70 litres

Wood colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Wood colours

Litter bins ................................................................................................ 78
Ashtrays ................................................................................................... 82

Metro

Metro

Urban

Adrian

Vidar

Neo

NF5050 Sofa, dug into ground, pine
NF5051 Sofa, dug into ground, pine

NF5055 Table, dug into ground, pine
NF5056 Table for casting into ground, pine

NF7674-2 Bench, free-standing, quarter-circle, mahogany
NF7675 Bench, free-standing, quarter-circle, pine

NF2490 Litter bin including concrete base,
free-standing, 134 litres

NF2488 Litter bin with ashtray, for casting into the ground, 55 litres
NF2489 Litter bin with ashtray, mounting plate, 55 litres

NF3920 Litter bin including concrete base, 69 litres

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours
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Wood colours

Wood colours

Wood colours
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Bicycle rack

Ströget
William

Ruben

Storhalvar

NF2487 Litter bin for casting into ground, 55 litres

NF2465 Litter bin for casting into ground, 35 litres
NF2466 Litter bin, for wall-mounting, 35 litres
NF2467 Litter bin, mounted on existing post, 35 litres

NF2455 Litter bin, for wall-mounting, 50 litres
NF2456 Litter bin for casting into ground, 50 litres

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Ströget ...................................................................................................... 86
Urban .......................................................................................................... 90
Wave-shaped bicycle rack ........................................................... 94

Oskar

Joar

Runar

NF2460 Litter bin for casting into ground, 35 litres
NF2462 Litter bin, for wall-mounting, 35 litres
NF2463 Litter bin, mounted on existing post, 35 litres

NF2481 Litter bin including concrete base, 70 litres

NF2480 Litter bin including concrete base, 70 litres

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Jakob
NF2471 Litter bin for casting into ground, 35 litres
NF2472 Litter bin, for wall-mounting, 35 litres
NF2473 Litter bin, mounted on existing post, 35 litres
Metal colours

Park

Kita

060103-1 Litter bin, for casting into ground,
grey pine / grey metal, 40 litres
060103-16 Litter bin, for casting into ground,
teak red pine / beige metal, 40 litres
060103-17 Litter bin, for casting into ground,
green pine / green metal, 40 litres
060104-1 Litter bin, free-standing,
grey pine / grey metal, 40 litres
060104-16 Litter bin, free-standing,
teak red pine / beige metal,
40 litres
060104-17 Litter bin, free-standing,
green pine / green metal, 40 litres

CL60-7024 Litter bin, grey, 60 litres
CL60-6012 Litter bin, green, 60 litres
CL60-RST Litter bin, stainless steel,
60 litres
CL100-7024 Litter bin, grey, 100 litres
CL100-6012 Litter bin, green, 100 litres
CL100-RST Litter bin, stainless steel,
100 litres

Metal colours

Wood colours

NF9000
NF9001
NF9002
NF9003

Ströget
Bicycle rack, one-sided, h 900 mm, first section
Extension section for NF9000
Bicycle rack, one-sided, h 600 mm, first section
Extension section for NF9002

Metal colours

NF9065 Frame bracket for Ströget bicycle rack
NF9066 Frame bracket for Ströget bicycle rack, right aligned
NF9067 Frame bracket for Ströget bicycle rack, left aligned

Metal colours

Ströget

Ströget

Ströget

NF9020 Bicycle rack with a plank seat, one-sided,
h 900 mm, first section
NF9021 Extension section for NF9020
NF9025 Bicycle rack with a plank seat, double-sided,
h 900 mm, first section
NF9026 Extension section for NF9025

NF9010 Bicycle rack with a crossbar, one-sided,
h 900 mm, first section
NF9011 Extension section for NF9010
NF9015 Bicycle rack with a crossbar, double-sided,
h 900 mm, first section
NF9016 Extension section for NF9015

NF9005
NF9006
NF9007
NF9008

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Bicycle rack, double-sided, h 900 mm, first section
Extension section for NF9005
Bicycle rack, double-sided, h 600 mm, first section
Extension section for NF9007

Mounting options for the above

Urban

Urban

Urban

CT-C02 Concrete slab for freestanding
CT-P7024 Post for deep mounting, grey
CT-W7024 Module for wall mounting, grey

NF7600A Bicycle rack, wall-mounted, first section
NF7600B Extension section for NF7600A

NF7661 Frame bracket for Urban bicycle rack
NF7662 Frame bracket for Urban bicycle rack, right aligned
NF7663 Frame bracket for Urban bicycle rack, left aligned

NF7660A
NF7660B
NF7620A
NF7620B

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Bicycle rack, one-sided, h 550 mm, first section
Extension section for NF7660A
Bicycle rack, double-sided, h 550 mm, first section
Extension section for NF7620A

			

Urban

NF7612A Bicycle rack with a plank seat, one-sided,
h 750 mm, first section
NF7612B Extension section for NF7612A
NF7613A Bicycle rack without a plank seat, one-sided,
h 745 mm, first section
NF7613B Extension section for NF7613A

NF7631 Semi-circular bicycle rack, for casting into ground, h 630 mm
NF7632 Semi-circular bicycle rack, for ground grate, h 630 mm
NF7633 Semi-circular railing with plank seat,
for casting into ground, h 630 mm
NF7634 Semi-circular railing with plank seat,
for ground grate, h 630 mm
NF7635 Semi-circular bicycle rack + semi-circular railing with
plank seat, for casting into ground, h 630 mm
NF7636 Semi-circular bicycle rack + semi-circular railing with
plank seat, for ground grate, h 630 mm

Metal colours

Metal colours

Urban
Efraim

Torkel

Ludvig

NF8100 Ashtray, wall-mounted

NF8110 Ashtray with mounting plate
NF8111 Ashtray for casting into ground

NF2457 Dog waste bin, for casting into the ground, 50 litres

(Also available with a rain cover)

NF2458 Litter bin with iNFormation sign,
for casting into the ground, 50 litres
Metal colours

(Also available with a rain cover)

Metal colours
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Metal colours

Patrik

Wood colours
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Wood colours

Urban
NF7637 Circular railing with plank seat, for casting into ground, h 630 mm
NF7638 Circular railing with plank seat, for ground grate, h 630 mm
NF7641 Circular bicycle rack, for casting into ground, h 630 mm
NF7642 Circular bicycle rack, for ground grate, h 630 mm

Metal colours
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Hjärtat

Svallet

Jumbo

NF3930 Bicycle rack, dug into ground
NF3931 Bicycle rack, for casting into ground

NF8700 Bicycle rack, galvanised, for casting into ground
NF8800 Bicycle rack, powder-coated, for casting into ground

NF8200 Bicycle bollard, for casting into ground

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Mika

Maria

Hilde

NF7691 Barbecue for casting into ground with
anchorage component, Ø 1250 mm
Metal colours

NF7695 Barbecue for casting into ground with
anchorage component, Ø 800 mm
Metal colours

NF7690 Barbecue for casting into ground with
anchorage component, Ø 1250 mm
Metal colours

Planters

Bicycle rack

Vågen

Bågen

NF8500 Bicycle rack, for casting into ground

NF8600 Bicycle rack, for casting into ground

J17441 Bicycle rack, 4 slots, 1330 mm
J17451 Bicycle rack, 5 slots, 1660 mm
J17461 Bicycle rack, 6 slots, 2000 mm
J17481 Bicycle rack, 8 slots, 2660 mm

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Vanda
NF1910 Planter, free-standing, Ø 1050 mm, pine
NF1920 Planter, free-standing, Ø 1250 mm, pine
NF1930 Planter, free-standing, Ø 1450 mm, pine

Arne
NF7696 Firewood rack for casting into ground with
anchorage component
Metal colours

Wood colours
Planters....................................................................................................104

Park
000526
Bicycle rack
J17821 Bicycle rack, 4-6 slots, 1460 mm
J17831 Bicycle rack, 6-10 slots, 2310 mm
J17841 Bicycle rack, 8-13 slots, 3160 mm
J17851 Bicycle rack, 10-17 slots, 4010 mm
J17801 Anchorage component for the above

060105 Bicycle rack, free-standing

Metal colours

Metal colours

Park

Planter, free-standing , pressure
impregnated pine, 400 x 820 mm
000526-1 Planter, free-standing, grey pine,
400 x 820 mm
000526-16 Planter, free-standing, teak red pine,
400 x 820 mm
000526-17 Planter, free-standing, green pine, 400 x 820 mm

Verona

Arkad

NF1800 Planter, free-standing, Ø 760 mm, pine

NF4070 Planter, free-standing, steel plate, 830 x 1070 mm

Wood colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Nova

Barbecues and
firewood rack
Park
000543

Barbecues .............................................................................................100
Firewood rack ................................................................................... 101
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Astrid

Tina

NF7692 Barbecue for casting into ground with
anchorage component, Ø 1250 mm
Metal colours

NF7694 Barbecue for casting into ground with
anchorage component, Ø 800 mm		
Metal colours

Planter, free-standing, pressure
impregnated pine, 470 x 830 mm
000543-1 Planter, free-standing, grey pine,
470 x 830 mm
000543-16 Planter, free-standing, teak red pine,
470 x 830 mm
000543-17 Planter, free-standing, green pine,
470 x 830 mm

NF3910 Planter, free-standing, aluminium

NF3851
NF3852
NF3853
NF3854

Wood colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Quarter
Planter, free-standing, quarter 1, aluminium
Planter, free-standing, quarter 2, aluminium
Planter, free-standing, quarter 3, aluminium
Planter, free-standing, quarter 4, aluminium
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Fences, railings,
bollards and tree
guards

Fence....................................................................................................... 110
Railing .................................................................................................... 111
Bollards....................................................................................................114
Tree guards...........................................................................................116

Ströget

Ströget

NF9200 Fence, h 900 mm, first section
NF9201 Extension section for NF9200

NF9100 Fence, h 900 mm, first section
NF9101 Extension section for NF9100

Metal colours

Metal colours

Ströget

Ströget with plank seat

NF9030 Railing, one intermediate pole, h 900 mm, first section
NF9031 Extension section for NF9030
NF9032 Railing, two intermediate poles, h 900 mm, first section
NF9033 Extension section for NF9032
NF9034 Railing, three intermediate poles, h 900 mm, first section
NF9035 Extension section for NF9034
NF9040 Railing, one intermediate pole, h 600 mm, first section
NF9041 Extension section for NF9040
NF9042 Railing, two intermediate poles, h 600 mm, first section
NF9043 Extension section for NF9042

NF9050 Railing, two intermediate poles, h 900 mm, first section
NF9051 Extension section for NF9050
NF9052 Railing, one intermediate pole, h 900 mm, first section
NF9053 Extension section for NF9052
NF9054 Fence, h 900 mm, first section
NF9055 Extension section for NF9054
NF9060 Railing, one intermediate pole, h 600 mm, first section
NF9061 Extension section for NF9060
NF9062 Railing, h 600 mm, first section
NF9063 Extension section for NF9062

Metal colours

Metal colours

Global

Park

NF9632 Fence, h 1100 mm, first section
NF9633 Extension section for NF9632

060111-1 Railing, grey pine / grey metal
060111-16 Railing, teak red pine / beige metal
060111-17 Railing, green pine / green metal

NF7671A
NF7671B
NF7672A
NF7672B

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Wood colours

Global
NF9630 Fence, h 900 mm, first section
NF9631 Extension section for NF9630
Metal colours

Urban

Wood colours

Railing, h 550 mm, first section
Extension section for NF7671a
Railing, h 745 mm, first section
Extension section for NF7672a

Urban

Relax

Bow top

NF7673A Railing rack with a plank seat, h 750 mm, first section
NF7673B Extension section for NF7673A

NF7670A Stand-up railing, one section, l 1500 mm
NF7670B Stand-up railing, start section, l 1350 mm
NF7670C Stand-up railing, end section, l 1350 mm
NF7670D Stand-up railing, middle section, l 1200 mm

NF3010 Fence, first section
NF3011 Extension section for NF3010
NF3012 Extension section corner for NF3010 and NF3011

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours
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Wood colours

Wood colours

Ströget

Orbis

Trosa

NF8000 Bollard for casting into ground, Ø 108 mm, h 900 mm
NF8005 Removable bollard for casting into ground,
Ø 108 mm, h 900 mm
NF8010 Bollard for casting into ground, Ø 220 mm, h 750 mm

NF8300 Bollard Midi for casting into ground, Ø 89 mm, h 900 mm
NF8301 Bollard Mini for casting into ground, Ø 108 mm, h 650 mm
NF8302 Bollard Maxi for casting into ground, Ø 194 mm, h 650 mm

NF7720 Tree guard for ground grate
NF7721 Tree guard for casting into ground

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours

Viby

Nora

Lilja

NF7710 Tree guard for ground grate
NF7711 Tree guard for casting into ground

NF7740 Tree guard for ground grate

NF7730 Ground grate, excluding concrete base

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours
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Ring colours
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Pavilions, pergolas,
rug-beating
and drying racks

Pavilions................................................................................................ 120
Pergola .................................................................................................. 121
Rug-beating racks ........................................................................ 122

Pinocchio

Pavilion

000477 Pavilion, dug into ground, pine

070205 Pavilion, free-standing, pine

Wood colours

Wood colours

Park
Boulevard

Park

070206 Pavilion, free-standing, pine

070210 Pavilion, dug into ground, pine

060120-1 Dusting rack, grey pine / grey metal
060120-16 Dusting rack, teak red pine / beige metal
060120-17 Dusting rack, green pine / green metal
003497 Anchorage component for the above

Wood colours

Wood colours

Metal colours

Park

Drying rack

Dusting rack

060122-78 Drying rack, grey
060122-79 Drying rack, green
060122-80 Drying rack, beige

060322 Drying rack

060321 Dusting rack
003497 Anchoring detail for the product above

Metal colours

Metal colours

Metal colours
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Wood colours
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Create activity in the park
Don’t forget Lappset’s Play and Sports equipment when planning a park. In our wide
range of products, you will find inspiring and innovative products for users of all ages.
You can order the new catalogues for play and sports via www.lappset.com

@LappsetGroup

www.lappset.com

LAPPSET GROUP LTD
P.O. BOX 8146
FI-96101 ROVANIEMI
Tel. +358 207 750 100
lappset@lappset.com
www.lappset.com
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